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Abstract  

This thesis investigates how principles of game design can be applied to a PC game settings menu 

design to make the interaction fun and enhance the user satisfaction of interaction and navigation. 

Through exploring the question “How can principles of game design be applied to UI design in 

order to enhance the user satisfaction of interacting with an interface?” it might be possible to add 

to the experience of using UI without removing any of the usability goals that is customary today. 

This is determined through user testing of a common design pattern of game settings menus 

recognized in World of Warcraft (2004) Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim (2011) Stardew Valley (2016) 

and a game settings menu designed through game design principles where the respondents 

evaluated their experience in an SUS form (Brooke, 1996) and a form created for this study based 

on Swink’s (2009) Game Feel. The results revealed that the common menu design generated 

higher scores in usability than the interface designed through game design principles but there 

was no significant difference in game feel between the prototypes. However, when dividing game 

feel into questions regarding usability and aesthetics a clear difference between the two 

prototypes could be determined where the prototype designed through game design principles 

displays a trend to score higher in aesthetics than the traditional UI. This could be strengthened 

through optional comments from the participants where 6 used the word “fun” to describe the 

game design prototype while the traditional UI design were described with words such as 

“functional” “intuitive” “straightforward” “easy to use” and “felt more like a chore”. 

 

Key words: Game design principles, user interface design principles, usability, user satisfaction 
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Abstrakt 

Denna avhandling undersöker hur principer för speldesign kan tillämpas på en PC-

spelinställningsmeny för att göra interaktionen rolig och öka användarnöjdheten vid interaktion 

och navigering. Genom att utforska frågan ”Hur kan principer för speldesign tillämpas på UI-

design för att öka användarnöjdheten vid interaktion med ett gränssnitt?” kan det vara möjligt att 

addera till upplevelsen av UI utan att tappa något av de användbarhetsmål som är vedertagna 

idag. Detta bestäms genom användartestning av en spel-inställnings-meny som följer ett 

designmönster identifierat i World of Warcraft (2004), Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim (2011) och 

Stardew Valley (2016) och en spel-inställnings-meny utformad genom speldesignprinciper där 

respondenterna sedan utvärderade deras upplevelser i ett SUS-formulär (Brooke, 1996) och ett 

formulär som skapats för denna studie baserad på Swinks (2009) Game Feel. Resultaten visade 

att den första menydesignen genererade högre poäng inom användbarhet än menyn som 

designades genom speldesignprinciper, men det fanns ingen signifikant skillnad i Game Feel 

(Swinks, 2009) mellan prototyperna. När det senare delades in i frågor rörande användbarhet och 

estetik kunde en tydlig skillnad mellan de två prototyperna skönjas där prototypen designad 

genom principer för speldesign visade en tendens att ge högre resultat på estetik och 

användarnöjdhet än den första prototypen. Detta stärktes ytterligare av de valfritt inskickade 

kommentarerna från deltagarna där respondenter beskrev prototypen med ordet ”rolig”, medan 

respondenter använde ord som ”funktionell” ”intuitiv” ”enkel” ”lätt att använda” och ”kändes 

mer som en syssla/uppgift” när de beskrev den klassiskt utformade menyn. 
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1 Introduction 

 

User Interface (UI) design is becoming more relevant since digitalization of companies is 

customary - both towards an outer audience and also internally within the company. UI that is 

well-designed would provide interactions that the user does not notice (Saffer, 2013); they just 

perform them and reach the goal of their interaction effectively (Siang, T. Y. 2020). But what if 

we would take the goal of the user experience one step further and not aim to create something 

that goes unnoticed, but aim to create something that puts a smile on the user’s face or even 

brings out laughter? This could heighten the experience of performing the tasks using the UI and 

preferably without removing any of the functionality and effectiveness in the interactions.   
 

This thesis investigates how principles of game design can be applied to UI design to make the 

interaction fun and enhance the user satisfaction of interaction and navigation. Through exploring 

the question “How can principles of game design be applied to UI design in order to enhance the 

user satisfaction of interacting with an interface?” it might be possible to add to the experience of 

using UI without removing any of the usability goals that is customary today. 

 

By creating two different settings menu designs based upon a PC-game context, and conducting 

playtesting on the two designs followed-up by questionnaires containing a SUS-test (Brooke, 

1996) and a test based upon Game Feel (Swink, 2009) and analyzing the results of the two 

designs a conclusion is drawn regarding however game designed added to the experience of the 

menu or not. Where one of the prototypes is re-creating a reoccurring settings menu design 

commonly seen in popular PC-games according to UI design theories, the other one is applying 

game design theories such as MDA (Hunicke et. al., 2004) and Game Feel (Swink, 2009) and 

exploring the concept of Synaesthetics (Superbrothers, n.d.). 

 

User Interface is a common element of the majority of games we see today, but it is also a part of 

other types of design areas such as digital systems for companies used during work but also by 

company costumers, as well as web pages and mobile devices and apps and is becoming more 

relevant due to the continuous digitalization (Bynjolfsson, 2014). By exploring how to 

incorporate game design theories to UI design it is possible to open up to a new way of looking at 

UI where menus is seen like an extension of the game rather than an interruption of play, but also 

making game design methods relevant to other fields within system development, web design or 

similar fields that may want to increase the user satisfaction, which ultimately might contribute to 

further enhancing the reputation and relevance of game design outside of its own borders. 
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2 Background 

 

2.1 Designing User Interface (UI) 

 

UI is seen and used every day by digital users all over the world both during work and studies 

through e-mail systems and in-house digital tools but also through every-day interactions when 

using smartphones and tablets, liking a picture on social media or reading the news on a web 

page, and still it is rarely noticed by regular users as long as it is working as intended. UI or User 

Interface generally refers to the tools with which a user interacts with a software or system, either 

through graphical communication, voice control, or motion input. How the system behaves, how 

the user interacts with the system, what the icons, buttons, and text look like and the layout is 

decided through User Interface design which is created based on UI design principles to ensure a 

smooth User Experience. While UI design focuses on the specific entities of a system, the User 

Experience (UX) design determines the overall experience of the user; the feelings the user gets 

during interaction and the flow within the system, and is often based upon user tests and 

iterations to reach high usability (Ramotion, 2019, Siang, T. Y. 2020).  

 

UI can be seen as a cluster of micro interactions and can be explained as interactions that the user 

normally does not reflect upon – they are easy to understand and can be performed quickly and 

get the same expected effect each time and so they effectively complete the intended task of the 

user (Sharp et. al. 2019). An example of common interactions within UI could be liking an image 

on social media or putting the phone to mute; the design of how the user interacts with the button, 

how it is shaped and colored, where it is placed and how it behaves when interacted with all plays 

in on however the user understands to use the interaction or not. However, the details within the 

design of the interaction are not the reason that the user bought the phone or spent time in the 

app, but the details are what the product is built upon and what contributes to the overall feeling 

of the product. Generally, one can say that interactions that perform what the user expects them to 

and creates a feeling of satisfaction will enhance the feeling of value within the product but will 

not be actively perceived by the user. However, interactions that perform something unexpected 

compared to what the user intended are considered to not work well and could be a source of 

frustration and annoyance, and so they are more often actively recognized by the user and lowers 

the feeling of value of the product (Saffer, 2013). 

 

A good UI system should not only be simple to understand and effective to use but also feel good 

and satisfying when used (Wilson, 2009, Sharp et. al., 2019). For systems that are used outside of 

the workspace, it is more important to be satisfying and to make the user feel good since the 

consumer has the possibility to move on to a competing system. For these systems it is more 

important to enhance the satisfying feeling rather than making it possible to perform specific 

tasks as fast as possible, as it would in a system used during work (Wilson, 2009). Several design 

principles have been defined over the years with the goal of guiding designers from the start of 

their project to create well-working systems with high usability. The five most common 

principles for designing UI systems regardless of platform are visibility, feedback, constraints, 

consistency, and affordance (Sharp et. al., 2019).  

 

2.1.1 Visibility 

The principle of visibility defines that functionality and information of the system may be visible 

so that the user understands what possibilities of interaction the system carries. By giving the user 
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a hint of where an interaction will lead them the system prohibits the user of getting lost within 

the interface. A sequence of interactions should be designed so that the user will know where they 

are and where they are going, but also where they have been and where they will end up if 

choosing another direction of interaction. In some ways it reminds of navigating through a city; it 

might be the same sense of direction that people use when they navigate a menu or a web page 

(Verplank, 2009). The users normally learn by exploring the system which means that it should 

be designed so that they can start performing their tasks without already being experts of the 

software. Transparency and easy to understand error-messages are important as well as designing 

the system to cross-check with the user whether or not they want to perform a critical action 

before executing it to help the user avoid severe mistakes (Wilson, 2009). 

 

A common tool of interaction when navigating through UI is by using icons. Icons are common 

images to use within UI design when informing the user of what or where a button or set of 

interactions lead them to. A well-designed icon both displays the object with which one would 

perform the task with (in the case of e-mails this could be an image of a letter) but also a visual 

that represents the action that the icon would perform if activated (this could be an arrow on top 

of the letter, pointing to the right) (Wilson, 2009). It is important to put an icon within its context 

before starting the evaluation of its effectiveness since it is considered nearly impossible to 

interpret an icon outside of its context (Wilson, 2009). 

 

2.1.2 Constraints 

Constraints within the design aims to make the most important and most-often used interactions 

easily accessible while hiding the more advanced options. This is done to make the system easy 

to learn but also minimize the risk of letting the user perform interactions that require a higher 

expertise of the system that they hold. The constraint principle is therefore closely connected to 

visibility since the choice of not making an interaction visible or easily accessible also helps 

guiding the user into making interactions suitable to their intentions and level of understanding 

(Sharp et. al., 2019).  

 

2.1.3 Feedback 

The feedback principle refers to the importance of delivering information back to the user as soon 

as they perform an interaction. Feedback can be seen as metaphors such as receiving an email to 

your inbox where the metaphor could be a visual of a letter and the name of the inbox itself, but 

also combined by a sound and felt through vibrations. By including the senses during the 

interaction and enhancing the feedback of the interaction the user should feel more in control of 

the outcome and get a better understanding of what is happening, how much, for how long, and 

when it stops (Verplank, 2009). Feedback offers a great opportunity to create and convey the 

personality of the product and steer how the system is perceived by the user (Saffer, 2013). 

 

2.1.4 Consistency  

By adding rules to the specific UI design and sticking to them, e.g., exit button is always placed 

at the top right corner, save button is always located at the bottom right corner, the same sound 

always plays when something is saved, the color red is used for highlighting critical 

exits/aborts/cancels and warnings, helps the user quickly understand how to interact with the 

system. Keeping the design consistent helps the user learn how to use the software and makes it 

easier to navigate, while inconsistency as a contrast would create irritation and frustration. One of 

the most important aspects of interaction design is the learning curve of the system; the level of 
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skill the system requires should always be adapted to the knowledge level of the user, and if the 

system is complicated it must let the user get to know the easier steps first and gradually 

introduce them to the more advanced features. By considering who will use the finished product 

and by also considering the intellect, emotional needs and physical needs of the user and adapting 

the design to the user it is possible to reach high usability and avoid making the user feel lost 

within the system (Verplank, 2009). This can be done by identifying who the user is and what 

their responsibilities are, what tasks they will perform but also what kind of behavior they adapt. 

Wilson (2009) argues that the designer should always keep the user’s goal in mind and what they 

are trying to achieve when using the system in order to make sure to design the system for the 

end-user. If there is time and budget it can be useful to make an even more detailed analysis of 

the user; collecting data, researching demographic, psychographic, attitude and behavior and 

create a persona picturing the most important user (Wilson, 2009). 

 

However, when the user can utilize knowledge from previously learned systems the learning 

curve of the current system does no longer apply (Wilson, 2009) since users commonly interact 

with systems based on earlier experiences of interfaces rather than what the interface displays 

(Johnson, 2010). Users also seem to see what they expect, meaning that if an action has been 

placed at a specific location within the interface earlier, they expect the button placed at that 

location should always perform the same or a similar action on other pages of the interface. This 

underlines the importance of the design principal consistency. 

 

2.1.5 Affordance 

Another way of making the interactions easier to understand by the user is through designing 

interactions visually and functionally so that it indicates how it is used and what it does. In UI 

design this kind of design tool is called affordance, and it helps the user understand how to 

interact with the system and what will happen when completing an interaction, which in the end 

results in a more fluent navigation within the system. Interactive tools (buttons, handles, links, 

images) should be designed to match the purpose or the effect of using the tool but also indicate 

how to use it. Something that the user should just click on could be designed as a button while 

something that the user rotates could be designed to look like a wheel; controlling the light could 

mean flipping a light switch but also using buttons or a wheel to dim it depending on the behavior 

of the interaction and amount of control. All of this gives the user a hint of what he or she is 

about to accomplish through interaction (Verplank, 2009). However, it is also possible to create 

affordance based on interactions that the user has learned from previous experiences, such as 

pinching a touchscreen makes it zoom out. Indicating the functionality and behavior of 

interactions by grouping items together or making them look similar to show that they belong 

together as well as using low detailed backgrounds with detailed items in the foreground helps the 

design reach high consistency and affordance and would help the user navigate smoothly in the 

system (Johnson, 2010). 

 

2.2 Designing games  

Although not all game design follows the purpose of being fun, it is not uncommon for the goal 

of game design to be fun (Koster, 2005). MDA (Hunicke et. al., 2004) talks about fun as ways of 

defining what makes the player keep playing the game and a guideline for designers on how to 

design their game, while Game Feel (Swink, 2009) talks about fun as something that designers 

are striving for within their game. Several theories have made attempts to form rules or guidelines 

in order to make sure that the final product is fun, and the following theories are some of them. 
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By limiting the thesis to these three frameworks it is possible to focus on adapting the rules of the 

settings menu based upon game design principles without having them conflict with each other 

but still reaching a level of fun and immersion. The decision to explore the concept of 

synaesthetics (Superbrothers, n.d.) within games was made due to the observation that UI design 

in games often seem to rely on written words (see section 2.4 UI in game settings menus), while 

implementing symbols, behaviors and sounds would contrast this design. While choosing these 

three principles induces creative freedom to innovate UI design, they also limit the prototype to 

not being able to adopt any written words which might impact the original intuition with using a 

menu that displays well-known concepts within the context. Titles such as “Graphic Settings”, 

“Global Volume”, “VSync” will all have to be translated into images and icons that reads as clear 

as the words themselves in order to not lose any of the intuition one might see in a more common 

settings menu design. MDA (Hunicke et. al., 2004) and Game Feel (Swink, 2009) on the other 

hand emphasizes how the behavior of entities are used within game design to convey their 

purpose and intrigue the user. This might prove to be a challenge since the behavior of the menu 

should be designed accordingly but without downgrading any of the effectiveness of using the 

menu. 

 

2.2.1 MDA 

The framework mechanics, dynamics, and aesthetics (MDA) (Hunicke et. al., 2004) 

 proposes that the three together form a lens through which the creator and the player look at a 

game. It was created as a tool that could be used to analyze games, and the framework forms 

guidelines which help designers create games by focusing on the three cornerstones of 

mechanics, dynamics and aesthetics. The MDA system is explained as having the user or target 

audience in mind from the start and throughout the entire project, and the aesthetics are based on 

the intended target audience (Hunicke et. al., 2004). 

 

The framework suggests that to design a game that is fun one would start by analyzing in what 

way the game is fun. The framework proposes eight introductory categories of fun (so- called 

aesthetics), which are sensation (game as sense-pleasure), fantasy (game as make-believe), 

narrative (game as drama) challenge (game as obstacle course), fellowship (games as social 

framework), discovery (game as uncharted territory), expression (game as self-discovery) and 

submission (game as pastime). However, game designers are encouraged to treat these eight 

aesthetics as an example and should not hesitate to create new ones that fit their own projects. 

Aesthetics are also possible to combine to better describe why a game is fun, and most games 

seem to contain more than one aesthetic of fun. Hunicke et. al. (2004) suggests that reflecting on 

what aesthetics to pursue is a good way to start designing a game in order to keep the player’s 

goal in mind through the entire development cycle. 
 

When aesthetics are defined, it is suiting to move on to designing the dynamics of the game 

which are the elements that is going to support the aesthetics. If the aesthetic “fellowship” is the 

goal, a dynamic for the player to experience fellowship would be needed. Perhaps a way of 

communicating with other players or creating parties. Thereafter mechanics can be designed; they 

are what makes the dynamics possible. To communicate with other players or create parties a tool 

or system must be developed that supports this dynamic. An in-game chat would make the 

communication possible, and mechanics for inviting characters to a party makes it possible to 

form groups. 
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2.2.2 Game Feel 

Game feel is a framework that game designers can utilize to achieve higher user satisfaction and 

immersion by breaking up the cornerstones of a game into three parts where each part works to 

enhance the positive feelings of playing the game. The framework suggests that a game should 

contain some amount of real-time control where the user gives the game a command and the 

game outputs something to the player. It is important that the result of the output is created to be 

perceived as if it happens at the same time as the input is given. The real-time control is enhanced 

through the simulated space in which the player’s avatar is located and controlled and can interact 

with. Therefore, the simulated space consists of level design and collision, and reacts on what the 

player does (and does not do). The space gives the player purpose, context and a perception of 

movement and speed and is actively perceived by the player through interactions. The last 

cornerstone of Game Feel is polish which is the esthetical part of a game that has the purpose of 

enhancing the feeling of an object within a game without changing the function of it. It could be 

visuals such as particle effects, animations, screen shake and similar but also auditory effects and 

music as well as sensory effects where a gamepad could shake when the avatar takes damage 

(Swink, 2009). 

 

Similar to how there are principles of UI design there are seven defined principles of game feel. 
(Swink, 2009) defines seven principles of game feel: predictability, instantaneous response, easy 

but deep, novelty, appealing response, organic motion and harmony.  

 

The effects of interactions should be predictable, which means that the player should be able to 

expect what is going to happen when using input. A control should never feel randomized or give 

a random result that the player cannot expect. This can be tough as different players expect 

different things, but it is possible to alter the players’ expectations through representation and 

graphics. It is important to make it clear to the player why something happened so that the player 

can re-create the action again, this can be done through feedback such as animation, particle 

effects, sound, etc. Predictability also makes the player understand negative consequences and 

gives them the knowledge on how to avoid them. This goes hand-in-hand with the principle of 

instantaneous response where it is important to give the player feedback as soon as they perform 

an interaction in order to make the game feel responsive. The event itself can go on fora long 

time, but the player must receive feedback that something is happening within less than a second 

of activating the event. 

 

The game should also be easy but deep which means that there should be more to learn when the 

player mastered the basics of the game. Learning curves, tutorials and assistance to player-skill 

based interactions such as automatic aim in an FPS game is appropriate tools for making it easy 

for the player to learn, while displaying measurements of how skilled the player is at something 

are tools to motivate him or her to become better. This can be done by measuring how long it 

takes for the player to complete a task or by letting the player meet other players in a contest. 

 

Novelty within the game is important in order to not make the input and interactions boring; input 

should be predictable but still interesting to not become repetitive within a few hours. This can be 

avoided by adding variation to animation, environment or more mechanics as the game continues. 

Another solution is to add physics to the game which makes it impossible for the same thing to 
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happen the same way several times (just as in reality) which enables the player to experiment 

with the same interaction for longer. 

 

This relates to the principle of appealing response where it should be aesthetically attractive even 

if it would lack context since even though effects and animations can add to appeal, they must be 

built on an interesting foundation of response. Failure is one kind of response which is important 

to make appealing; if failure is interesting and fun the game is easier to learn. 

 

Organic motion should be a goal to pursue when creating an avatar in order to make it more 

appealing. This can be done by adding curves and circular movements to the movement pattern 

which creates flow and can be applied to animation where the frames are placed along a rounded 

path, but could also be applied to movement by using velocity and force. 

 

Harmony within the game has to do with how things are perceived within the game and that they 

are behaving as they are perceived. If an entity does not behave like it should the player is likely 

to notice that something feels weird. But the perceptions and expectations can be affected through 

aesthetics; if the game is more stylized rather than true to life the player does not expect that the 

items within should act as in reality. But all parts of the game should use the same stylization in 

order to maintain harmony: visuals, sound, motion, simulation and rules. 

 

2.2.3 Synaesthetics 

In an article about synaesthetics Superbrothers (n.d.) presented the idea that the native language 

of games consists of semiotics rather than written or spoken words. While synaesthesia might not 

be considered a game design theory in itself, the article communicates the idea where an object 

looks like it sounds, sounds like it moves and moves like it acts and all of this tells the player 

something about the mechanic and the rules behind the in-game object, which is in line with 

Swink’s (2009) Game Feel. The article argues that reducing the amount of words and 

communicate meaning through behaviour, sound and appearances stimulates the flow of the 

game.  

 

2.3 Difference between UI design and game design 

While a UI system has the goal to exist and act without surprises, easy to understand and to not 

be challenging (Sharp et. al. 2019, Saffer, 2013, Wilson, 2009), a dominant trend is for game 

systems to have the goal of being fun, sometimes by being challenging, hard to solve and with 

surprises (Swink, 2009, Hunicke et. al. 2004, Koster, 2005). However, there are a lot of 

similarities when comparing respective principles; the interaction itself should clarify to the user 

what effect it will have, it is important for the interactions to feel responsive through immediate 

effect which can be enhance by audio, visuals and feel, interactions should be designed to 

indicate what it is used for and how to use it and the system should feel satisfactory to use 

(Swink, 2009, Sharp et. al. 2019). 

 

2.4 UI in game settings menus 

 

While it is possible to argue that some games are both game and UI in one (Candy Crush Saga, 

2012, Lily’s Garden, 2019) this thesis focuses on UI in games that remind of menus and systems 

that can be seen in other contexts such as websites or settings menus in phones. Therefore, the 
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focus of the analysis of UI in games will be restricted to settings menus of the four PC games 

below. 

 

In the massive multiplayer game World of Warcraft (2004) it is possible to adjust several options 

through settings menus (see Figure 1.). The game does not pause, but a pop-up with the settings 

shows up on the screen with plain UI buttons, tabs, checkboxes, sliders, and drop-down menus. 

The feedback is sparse with a simple “click” sound and small changes in the graphics when using 

the different kinds of interactions. This could be seen as a typical UI design for a settings menu in 

games and is designed in-line with the UI design principles of visibility, feedback, constraints, 

consistency, and affordance but does not use any of the game design principles of MDA (Hunicke 

et. al., 2004) or Game Feel (Swink, 2009) or explores the possibility of replacing written words 

with symbols to a large extent (Superbrothers, n.d.). 

Another example is Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim (2011) which works in a similar way. The UI uses 

tabs for different menus (Quests, General Stats and System as seen in figure 2), which then 

enables the player to choose in a list of interactions at the left of the menu. When choosing 

“Settings” the player is first led to another list in the main field of the menu “Gameplay”, 

“Display”, and “Audio”, and after choosing one of them the list disappears, and the UI never 

Figure 1. The System settings menu in World of Warcraft (2004). 
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displays any trace of the player choosing that last option despite tracing the two options made 

before (“System” and “Settings”) as seen in figure 3. This breaks the UI design principles of 

visibility and consistency.  

  
Figure 2. The gameplay settings menu in Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim (2011). 

Figure 3. The three steps before entering the Gameplay Settings menu in Elder Scrolls V: 

Skyrim (2011). 
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Skyrim (2011) uses tabs, lists of buttons, checkboxes, and sliders to a wide extent just as World 

of Warcraft (2004) with the auditory feedback being simple, discrete “click” sounds and just as 

discrete white hover highlights of the currently focused interaction and using written words to a 

large extent to convey the purpose of the interaction. The steering of the mouse does not move as 

fast as the user’s hand moves, which could be seen as breaking the convention of feedback both 

within UI Design and Game Feel. However, the design of the interactions is created in line with 

the UI design principle of affordance where the design of buttons is altered to match the 

interaction and effect. The menu does not adapt any of the game design principles of MDA 

(Hunicke et. al., 2004) or Game Feel (Swink, 2009) or replaces written words with symbols 

(Superbrothers, n.d.). 

Stardew Valley (2016) uses icons in the global menu tabs rather than written words which differ 

from the previously mentioned menus and is in line with the synaesthetics design principle. When 

hovering over a tab, the icon is complemented with a text which reads the headline of the menu, 

e.g., “Settings” when hovering over the gamepad icon. When pressing the tab, a dull click-sound 

is played. Besides this the menu consist of written text and sliders, checkboxes, drop-down 

menus, and buttons. The settings buttons do not give any feedback when being hovered and 

generally there is little visual feedback when pressing buttons other than the corresponding text 

changing words or the checkboxes gaining and losing a green cross mark. The drop-down menus 

are the exceptions where the user needs to keep the button pressed down, hover on top of the 

option they want to choose, and release the button to pick an option in the menu. The drop-down 

menus have white hover effects as an indication of what option will be chosen when releasing the 

button, as seen in figure 4. The menu fulfills the UI design principles but does not apply any of 

the game design principles except from the synaesthetics of the tab menu. 

Figure 4. The settings menu of Stardew Valley (2016) with a drop-down menu 

active. 
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The Fancy Pants Adventure (2006) is an example of a game where the options menu is an 

extension of the game in the sense that the player still controls the character when navigating the 

menu as seen in figure 5 and change the options by using the mechanics of the game such as 

jumping and nudging the option bars or exit the menu by making the character exit the door on 

the left.  

 

 
Figure 5. The options menu in The Fancy Pants Adventure (2006) 

By doing this the menu adapts to game feels’ seven principles as well as game feels’ cornerstones 

of real-time control, simulated space, and polish. However, due to the extensive use of written 

language the menu does not fully apply to the synaesthetics theory, even though the interactive 

parts (the buttons, arrows, door, and character) could be argued to apply to this. The menu also 

applies to the theories of the UI design principles. 
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3 Methodology 

The theories of UI design and game design were investigated using quantitative research 

methods. A total of 12 respondents first tested two PC-game menu prototypes that were created 

for this study, followed by answering a questionnaire  (see section 3.4 Questionnaire design) 

assessing usability and Game Feel after each prototype. The results of the questionnaires were 

analyzed to whether game design principles had enhanced the UI design by adding user 

satisfaction and fun to the interactions, as indicated by participant’s responses.  

The prototypes were named Prototype Blue and Prototype Red rather than using numbers or 

letters to avoid making the respondents think of one as a predecessor of the other. The 

respondents were selected within the age range of 25-35, 50% were women and 50% men, and 

they were recruited based upon their previous experience from digital games through connections 

and friends of the author. This did not necessarily mean that the respondents had extensive 

experience from games but rather some or any at the least. Half of the respondents tested 

Prototype Blue first and the other half of the respondents tested Prototype Red first, to avoid the 

order of the tests having an impact on the results. In order to get an aesthetic direction of the 

menu design it was decided to be set in a fictional game setting placed under sea with low poly 

graphic aesthetics created by Viktor Myhrberg. The setting is displayed as the background in the 

two prototypes but was not intractable; the only interactive part of the prototypes was the menu 

itself.  

 

The limitations of the method were foremost the small sample size for the quantitative method; 

by basing the results on a larger group of participants the method could have generated more 

accurate results. Another limitation was the selection of game design theories and synaesthetics 

which set the rules for how to design prototype red which adopted the game design frameworks, 

all of this within the context of a PC game settings menu. The aesthetics of the prototypes 

(graphics, behavior, animations, audio design) was limited to the author’s skill set as well as the 

time frame, which was narrow and the scope of prototyping and conducting quantitative research 

method was ambitious for one author alone.  

 

The user test results were limited to having the users rate the experience of the prototypes by 

themselves based upon the questions of the questionnaire. Other user test methods such as the 

think aloud method (Fonteyn et. al., 1993) would have opened the possibility of observing the 

respondent closer. Facial expressions (smiles, frowns) and reactions (laughter or leaning closer to 

the screen) as well as recording the time it would take the user to perform a task or what path the 

user took within the design to perform a task, but also listening to their thought process were all 

possible observations that were excluded due to the choice of method. 

 

3.1 Design of Prototype Blue 

The primary goal of Prototype Blue was to apply UI design theory to a simple PC based settings 

menu typically seen in games such as World of Warcraft (2004) and Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim 

(2011). It was based on the five design principles of UI design: visibility, feedback, constraints, 

content design and affordance (Sharp et. al., 2019). 
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The design process also considered other theories, in which icon design should be constructed by 

a visual of the tool and the action (paper, arrow) and errors are to be avoided and if not avoided 

they are distinct to the user (Wilson 2009). The prototype avoids learning curves by applying 

similar design that can be seen in other games, since the system is used outside of the workspace 

the focus of the design is to be satisfactory, and the design was created with an end-user in mind 

(Wilson, 2009) (Johnson, 2010). 

The menu was divided into common setting categories such as sound, display and graphics and 

were displayed as a global menu at the top of the settings menu (Figure 6). The menu button was 

visually highlighted when the category was hovered and got another highlight when it was 

chosen, as well as a discrete click-sound. The sound menu consisted of four categories of sound 

(global volume, music, ambience, and dialogue) where each category had the option to adjust the 

volume through a slider or mute it entirely by ticking a box. The dialogue category had the 

additional option of ticking a box that enable subtitles. 

 

The volume sliders were designed as commonly seen in game menus: it consisted of a straight 

line and a handle that the user could grab and drag across the line to adjust the volume. The visual 

feedback consisted of where on the line the handle is placed but also a trace from the left that 

enhanced the perception of where the handle is placed. The checkboxes were highlighted when 

hovered in order to indicate that it was possible to interact with them, and were filled with a cross 

when ticked and played a sound to indicate that it was clicked. 

The display menu consisted of three options (display mode, window size and UI scale) which 

could all be altered through drop-down menus (Figure 7). The drop-down menu was highlighted 

when hovered with the cursor to indicate that it was possible to interact with, and when pressed a 

list of options appeared and a click-sound was played. The options within the menu were 

Figure 6. The sound menu of Prototype Blue 
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highlighted when hovered and when pressed a click-sound was played and the drop-down-list 

disappeared as the drop-down menu button displayed the option that was chosen.  

 

Figure 7. The display menu of Prototype Blue with the UI scale drop-down menu clicked 

and 0.50 hovered. 

Figure 8. The graphics menu of Prototype Blue with the shadow quality drop-down menu 

hovered. 
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The graphics menu (Figure 8) consisted of five drop-down menus (shadow quality, texture detail, 

particle density, view distance and environment detail) as well as a tick-box for vertical sync. The 

above-mentioned UI components work as previously described in the sound menu and the display 

menu. 

3.2 Design of prototype red 

The primary goal of Prototype Red was to apply game design theories such as MDA, 

synaesthetics and Game Feel to Prototype Blue which stood as the base of Prototype Red.  

 

In line with the MDA framework the aesthetics of fun of Prototype Red aimed to be a sensation 

(game as sense-pleasure) by applying a fluid and responsive movement through graphics, 

animations, particle effects and sound where applicable. A second aesthetic of fun was discovery 

(game as uncharted territory) where feedback surprises were hidden throughout the interface. As 

an example: if the user interacted with the volume slider by clicking where on the line, they 

wanted the volume would adjust to the volume slider would behave one way, while if they 

interacted with it by dragging the volume slider vertically the slider would behave another way, 

creating new sounds and movement patterns. This leads us to the last and third aesthetic of fun 

which was expression (game as self-discovery) as the user had the possibility to create their own 

songs by interacting with the menu. 

 

The theory of synaesthetics was applied to Prototype Red by removing all written words and 

replacing them with icons and signs. Additionally, most of the audio was replaced with sounds 

that would match the visual and functional aesthetics of the interactive elements (Superbrothers, 

n.d.).  

Prototype Red was adapted to game feels’ three cornerstones where real-time-control was 

ensured through direct effect of interactions, simulated space was the menu box itself with which 

the icons of the graphics menu reacted to, and polish was ensured through particle effects, 

Figure 9. The sound menu of Prototype Red with the global sound and music muted and 

the pointer trail visible. 
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physics, simple hover-animations and auditory feedback. The predictability principle of game feel 

was applied by ensuring feedback to the user’s interactions and giving them instantaneous 

response even when only hovering an interactable entity ensures the second principle. By creating 

mechanics that the player could use without mastering them such as playable slider-strings and a 

UI scale with different tones it was also ensured that the player had the opportunity to perfect 

their control of these interactions by playing simple songs the menu was designed to be easy but 

deep. These musical elements also tapped into the principle of appealing response but was also 

adopted by adding particle effects to clicks and a trail behind the cursor as well as adding physics 

to the buttons in the graphics menu. Organic motions could be found in the slider strings, the trail 

of the cursor and the reactions of the buttons in the graphics menu. Harmony was ensured through 

heavy stylization of visuals, behavior, and sounds. 

 

The menu in Prototype Red kept the division of common setting categories as the Prototype Blue 

with sound, display, and graphics as a global menu at the top of the settings menu (Figure 9). The 

menu buttons were visually highlighted when the category was hovered and got another highlight 

when it was chosen, but instead of a discrete click-sound they played a more mechanic button-

down-button-up sound when activated. The three menus contained the same settings options as 

Prototype Blue, but the way they looked, behaved, sounded and how the user could interact with 

them varied to some extent. Additionally, the mouse/pointer had received a semi-transparent trail 

behind it when moving and particle effects similar to a glitter explosion with a soft fall when 

clicking. 

The sound menu consisted of four volume sliders (global volume, music, ambience and dialogue) 

where the user could drag the handle horizontally to adjust the volume but also vertically to 

produce a unique tone for each slider as seen in Figure 10. When pulled vertically, the slider 

Figure 10. The sound menu of Prototype Red with the global sound being dragged 

downwards. 
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behaved like a rubber band and caved into the direction it was being pulled. When released while 

pulled, the slider trembled like an exaggerated guitar string and created a tone unique to that 

slider. 

 

To mute the volume, the user would press the icon that represented that slider, which would 

disable any interaction with the slider as well as turn it entirely blue rather than white. The icon 

pressed would also turn blue instead of white and play a unique sound to indicate what type of 

audio the icon controls. Muting the ambience sound would play an audio similar to feet walking 

in the sand, while muting the dialogue slider would play an audio similar to someone talking 

inaudibly. The icons were highlighted when hovered to indicate that it was possible to interact 

with them. 

 

The display menu contained the options to adjust display mode, window size and UI scale (Figure 

11). The drop-down menu of display mode was replaced by three icons representing windowed 

mode, windowed full screen and full screen and were placed horizontally side-by-side. The icons 

were highlighted when hovered, played a hover sound, and played a click-sound when clicked as 

well as changed color to white rather than light blue. 

 

The written title of “Window Size” was replaced with an icon resembling a screen with arrows 

pointing in four directions, implying that the box could stretch in those directions. However, the 

drop-down menu with the written screen size numbers were preserved as the resolution consisted 

of fixed, precise numbers and would not make sense to be replaced by anything less precise. The 

audio of the menu was updated into paper folding out when opening the drop-down menu as well 

as a sound of folding paper together again when selecting one of the options and the menu folded 

back together. The highlight of the menu during hovering was updated to affect the entire bar 

Figure 11. The display menu of Prototype Red with the UI scale being set to 6 while 

hovering option 10. 
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rather than only the arrow pointing downwards, and the entire bar was clickable rather than only 

the arrow to match the hover feedback.  

 

The UI scale title was also replaced with an icon, resembling a screen with the letters “Abc” 

written three times but getting smaller for each time to hint that this category affected the size of 

the text within the game. The drop-down menu was replaced with ten interactive, rectangular 

buttons that played a tone each when hovered, starting with the lowest tone to the left and the 

highest tone to the right. To match the sound, the buttons appearance was short vertically and 

broad horizontally to the far left but tall and slim to the far right, while their alignment to the far 

left started out as the lowest of the buttons and raised higher further to the right to end up with the 

brightest tone being the button highest up in the air. When pressed the buttons played the same 

sound, a high-pitched pling, and turned white and slightly taller than the idle version of the 

button.  
 

In the graphics menu all the drop-down menus were replaced with a set of three interactive icons, 

while the checkbox for vertical sync was replaced by two icons. The icons were designed to give 

a hint of what kind of setting they affected as an example the particle effects icons were designed 

to look like sets of particles where the option for “low” contained the fewest number of particles 

and “high” contained the greatest number of particles. The options for “low” were always placed 

to the left and the options for “high” were always placed to the right.  

 

The categories were assigned a sound effect each that was applied to all the three levels of setting 

and designed to match the visual appearance of the icon; the particle icons gave a light, tingling 

sound to pull the thought to magic or glitter, while the fishes in the icons of shadow detail gave a 

short, bubble sound as if someone made bubbles under water. 

Figure 12. The graphics menu of Prototype Red with the options in their starting 

positions. 
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The icons were sorted in a new order than they were in Prototype Blue. The new order was 

created to remind of a landscape under water with rocks, plants, shoals of fishes and particles, 

where the rock-or mountain-like icons were placed at the bottom, followed by icons looking like 

leaves, followed by one type of fish icon, followed by a second type of fish icon, followed by a 

third type of fish icon, topped off with the particle icons as seen in Figure 12.  

 

When pressed the icons were pushed in a horizontal direction with a discrete trail path behind 

them similar to the pointer’s trail (Figure 13), creating a chain effect of motion within their own 

category as they hit each other until their speed slowed down and stopped entirely. The speed of 

the motion was determined by how close to the center of the button the user clicked; close to the 

center meant lower speed while closer to either of the edges meant higher speed. To avoid having 

the icons leave the screen, being unreachable for the user, the icons were designed to bounce 

against the walls of the menu. This was motivated by creating thicker walls on the right and left 

side of the menu in Prototype Red than in Prototype Blue. 

  

Figure 13. The graphics menu of Prototype Red with the buttons being activated and the 

shadow detail buttons still moving with a visible trail behind them. 
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3.3 User testing 

The users were asked to perform a set of 

tasks in each prototype (Figure 14), the 

tasks were the same in each prototype but 

were put in an order that forced the user to 

navigate between the menus several times. 

It was designed like this to force the user 

to explore the interface rather than visiting 

each menu only once which would have 

minimized the opportunity for exploration. 

The user was also encouraged to take their 

time and explore the prototype as they 

wanted and not feel forced to only fulfill 

the tasks listed. 

 

After navigating through the first prototype the user filled out the questionnaire for that prototype 

before moving on to the next, followed up yet again by the associated questionnaire. The 

questionnaires for the two prototypes were identical and applied the theories of testing usability 

according to the SUS method (Tullis et. al. 2004, Brooke, 1996) (Figure 15 and Appendix A, 

question 6-15) and user satisfaction as well as questions regarding Game Feel (Swink, 2009) 

 (Appendix A, question 16-31). The goal of the questionnaires was to measure which prototype 

enabled the highest user satisfaction. 

 

3.4 Questionnaire design 

To measure how satisfactory a UI system or interface feels (regardless of platform or context), 

the designer should ask the user about their experience of the system (Wilson, 2009). By 

collecting data from several users of their satisfaction of using the system, a grade can be 

concluded and evaluated. This is effectively done per questionnaires or user tests, where the user 

should be given one or more set of tasks to perform before answering (Wilson, 2009). The form 

regarding the feeling of the interface should be held short (Wilson, 2009), if more than one 

system is evaluated, it is possible to compare and analyze the results to perfect the design. To 

avoid overwhelmingly positive responses some questions was formulated to be negatively angled, 

meaning if the informant agrees to a question, they would be agreeing to having a bad experience 

with the system (Wilson, 2009). 

 

A well-known and thoroughly tested survey standard within UI-design is the SUS standard (see 

figure 15 or questions 6-15 in Appendix A) (Betteridge, n.d., Brooke, 1996). It consists of 10 

standardized questions and tests usability within a system by asking the informant to rate how 

well the question applies to their experience on a scale of 1-5. It is created to be answered after 

the respondents have tested the interface and before they risk being influenced by anyone else’s 

opinion (Tullis et. al. 2004, Brooke, 1996).  

 

To measure how well the two prototypes score through the perspective of game design, focusing 

on user satisfaction, fun and Game Feel (Swink, 2009) another set of questions regarding the user 

experience was created based on Swink’s (2009) seven principles of Game Feel (see Appendix A 

questions 16-30). The questions were answered in the same form as the SUS standards but 

Figure 14. The list of tasks used in the study. 
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without being mixed together, and was designed to be analyzed on its own to thereafter be 

compared with the SUS results through a dependent T-test (Kent State University, 2021). By 

analyzing the results through a T-test it is possible to determine whether there is a statistical 

difference between the two results of measurements and what result score is higher. 

 

 

 

  

Figure 15. The 10 questions from the SUS standard 

 Questions from the SUS form 

6. I think that I would like to use this system frequently. 

7. I found the system unnecessarily complex. 

8. I thought the system was easy to use. 

9. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system. 

10. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated. 

11. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system. 

12. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly. 

13. I found the system very cumbersome (awkward/clumsy/unmanageable) to use. 

14. I felt very confident using the system. 

15. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system. 
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4. Results and discussion 

12 respondents participated in the study and completed the two prototypes with surveys. The 

results can be found in the diagrams below, where the scores are calculated and compared 

through a dependent T-test (Kent State University, 2021). 

The SUS-scores were calculated according to the established method where the scores are 

multiplied and added together. When scoring the result of several SUS-tests the total score of 

each form will be summarized and added together then divided to get an average answer. 

(Betteridge, n.d.). 

Systems achieving scores over 90 are considered exceptionally high in usability, while 80+ are 

good and 70+ acceptable. Less than a score of 70 means that the system suffers from usability 

flaws that should be corrected (Bangor et. al., 2009).  

Prototype Blue designed according to UI design principles scored an average of 91,46 on the SUS 

test (Table 1.) which would be considered exceptional scores within usability, while prototype 

Red (designed according to game design principles) scored an average of 56,25 (Table 2.) which 

would be considered problematic due to usability issues that would need to be repaired. The 

scores were compared in a paired sample T-test (Appendix C) which revealed that Prototype Blue 

(M=91.46, SD=9.442) generated higher scores in usability compared to the Prototype Red 

(M=56.25, SD=22.67608), t(11) = 5.069, p < .05.).  

 Table 1. SUS Score Prototype BLUE  
Participant q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8 q9 q10 SUS Score 

p1 4 1 5 1 4 2 4 1 4 1 87.5 

p2 3 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 95.0 

p3 3 1 5 1 3 1 5 1 5 1 90.0 

p4 4 1 5 1 5 1 5 3 5 1 92.5 

p5 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 100.0 

p6 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 100.0 

p7 3 2 4 2 3 3 4 3 4 2 65.0 

p8 4 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 97.5 

p9 5 1 5 1 5 2 5 1 5 1 97.5 

p10 4 1 5 1 4 1 4 1 5 3 87.5 

p11 3 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 95.0 

p12 3 1 4 1 4 1 5 1 5 1 90.0 

Lowest score: 87.5                

Highest score: 2 users scored 100 Average score: 91.46 

Table 1. The results and score of the SUS form for Prototype Blue designed as traditional 

UI. 
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 Table 2. SUS Score Prototype RED  

Participant q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8 q9 q10 SUS Score 

p1 5 3 3 1 4 3 3 3 2 3 60.0 

p2 5 2 4 1 5 1 4 1 4 1 90.0 

p3 5 4 4 3 5 1 5 1 3 3 75.0 

p4 3 2 3 1 3 2 4 2 2 3 62.5 

p5 3 4 2 2 4 4 3 4 2 3 42.5 

p6 2 4 3 2 4 2 3 3 2 2 52.5 

p7 2 3 2 3 4 3 4 2 2 4 47.5 

p8 3 3 4 2 4 2 4 3 4 2 67.5 

p9 3 5 2 4 3 4 1 5 1 5 17.5 

p10 4 4 3 1 4 4 4 4 3 1 60.0 

p11 5 2 4 1 4 2 4 2 5 2 82.5 

p12 1 5 1 3 2 1 1 5 1 5 17.5 

Lowest score: 17.5                
Highest score: 90             Average score: 56.25 

Table 2. The results and score of the SUS form for Prototype Red designed according to 

game design principles. 

The paired sample T-test (Appendix C) reveals that there is no statistically significant difference 

between the results of Game Feel in Prototype Blue (Table 3.) and Prototype Red (Table 4.). 

However, when looking at individual questions there is a trend regarding aesthetics, feeling and 

fun (q 9, q10, q11, q12 and q15) where Prototype Red scores noticeably higher than Blue (Figure 

16). By creating subscales within Game Feel where questions regarding usability and aesthetics 

are separated and compared through a paired samples test there was a clear difference between 

Prototype Blue and Red. According to a correlation test, the result of SUS score positively 

correlated with the Game Feel usability score of Prototype Red (p < .05, pearson r = .71) and 

marginally for Blue (p = .08, pearson r = .52).  
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Table 3. The results of the Game Feel form for Prototype Blue designed according to UI 

design principles 
 

 

 

Table 4. The results of the Game Feel form for prototype Red designed according to game 

design principles 

Table 3. Game Feel Score Prototype Blue 

Participant q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8 q9 q10 q11 q12 q13 q14 q15 Sum 

p1 4 5 5 5 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 4 3 57 

p2 5 5 5 5 5 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 5 5 1 45 

p3 5 5 1 4 5 1 2 2 2 3 2 2 4 4 2 44 

p4 4 5 2 1 5 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 4 5 1 36 

p5 5 5 4 5 5 3 2 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 67 

p6 5 5 5 5 5 2 3 2 5 4 5 4 5 5 5 65 

p7 4 3 4 4 3 3 3 2 4 4 4 4 4 2 4 52 

p8 5 5 5 5 5 2 2 2 5 4 5 3 4 5 2 59 

p9 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 5 4 5 4 4 4 5 3 67 

p10 5 5 5 5 5 2 3 3 4 2 1 1 5 5 2 53 

p11 5 5 5 4 5 2 1 1 3 4 2 3 5 5 3 53 

p12 5 5 5 5 5 3 1 3 3 4 3 4 4 4 4 58 
Average score: 54.66 

Table 4. Game Feel Score Prototype Red 

Participant q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8 q9 q10 q11 q12 q13 q14 q15 Sum 

p1 5 3 3 5 4 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 4 3 5 65 

p2 5 4 5 4 5 2 5 5 5 5 5 5 2 4 5 66 

p3 5 5 4 5 4 4 3 4 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 68 

p4 4 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 5 4 4 3 4 5 50 

p5 2 5 5 5 4 4 2 4 5 5 5 4 2 2 5 59 

p6 3 2 5 5 2 5 5 3 5 5 5 3 5 5 5 63 

p7 3 3 2 5 1 5 3 2 5 2 4 5 3 4 3 50 

p8 4 3 4 4 4 3 3 2 4 2 3 3 4 2 4 49 

p9 2 3 3 5 1 4 4 2 4 5 5 5 4 2 5 54 

p10 5 3 4 4 5 4 3 4 2 5 2 3 3 1 3 51 

p11 4 3 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 5 5 4 4 4 5 64 

p12 2 1 1 5 4 5 4 5 4 2 2 4 1 1 5 46 
 Average score: 57.08 
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Figure 16. Bar chart of the test results of the SUS test, the Game Feel Usability questions 

and the Game Feel Aesthetic questions. 

4.1 General Discussion 

Prototype Red stands out when looking at the individual questions regarding aesthetics, feeling 

and fun and this could further be seen in the optional comment field at the end of the survey. Out 

of 12 respondents, eight chose to write a comment to the test and 6 of those chose to describe 

Prototype Red with the word “Fun”. For Prototype Blue 6/12 participants chose to write a 

comment in the optional comment field where words such as “functional” “intuitive” 

“straightforward” “easy to use” and “felt more like a chore” were used. This further strengthens 

the findings in the scores that the red prototype contributes to the UI in the sense of “Fun” while 

Prototype Blue remains unquestioned as the more usability friendly version. 

It would be interesting to investigate whether or not game design principles could be added to UI 

design principles without losing the usability that traditional UI contributes with. This inquiry 

investigated the two design approaches in their extremes, rather being dominated by either UI 

design principles or game design principles, but due to the results shown in the user tests both 

designs have positive elements as well as negative elements in their luggage. Prototype blue 

which was designed according to UI design principles was easier to use but considered boring to 

interact with, compared to the prototype red which were designed according to the game design 

principles Game Feel (Swink, 2009) and MDA (Hunicke et. al., 2004) as well as exploring 

synaesthetics (Superbrothers, n.d.) within design, and it was considered fun to interact with but 

scored lower in usability and would be considered less straight-forward to navigate through. 

Combining the two design approaches while focusing on their strengths and minding their 

weaknesses could result in a strong design that could score high in both usability and aesthetics. 
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To further examine this phenomenon in the future, studies should be made up of larger 

respondent groups to reach higher accuracy of the tests. Due to the data described above it could 

be valuable to consider using more individual questions regarding fun, feeling and aesthetics to 

further attempt to establish the impact of game design on user interfaces 
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5. Conclusion 

 

To further investigate how principles of game design can be applied to UI design in order to 

enhance the experience of the user interface to the user, further research should be made where 

the respondent groups should be larger in order to reach a higher accuracy as well as adding more 

questions regarding the fun, feeling and aesthetics of the interface.  

This study demonstrates that it should be possible to enhance the experience of UI in the terms of 

fun, feeling and aesthetics through game design principles. However, designers should be mindful 

not to lose the positive parts of UI design such as functionality, intuition, or straight forward 

interactions while adding the positive parts of game design principles such as aesthetics, organic 

motions, and/or fun.  

Eventually, by using principles of MDA, Game Feel and Synaesthetics it may be possible to add 

fun to commonly used user interfaces within the workplace or when targeting consumers when 

adding interactions that adds variation in aesthetic results, organic motions and the possibility of 

mastering these two through time and experience without necessarily increasing the initial 

difficulty.    
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Appendix A. Survey questions 

1. Gender * 

Female 

Male 

Non-binary 

I prefer not to say 

2. How old are you? * 

3. Do you sometimes play digital games? (not tabletop games) * 

Yes, mobile- and tablet games 

Yes, console games 

Yes, PC games 

Yes, games on several platforms 

No 

 

4. Do you use digital systems, programs and/or apps in your work/studies? * 

Yes, on mobile/tablet 

Yes, on PC 

Yes, on other devices (example cash registers or other devices) 

Yes, programs and apps on several platforms 

No 

5. Which of these do you usually interact with during the week? * 

Smartphone 

Tablet 

PC 

Console 

None of the above 
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6. I think that I would like to use this system frequently. * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

7.  I found the system unnecessarily complex. * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 
 

8.  I thought the system was easy to use. * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

9. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system. * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

10. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated. * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

11. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system. * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 
 

12. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly. 
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* 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

13. I found the system very cumbersome (awkward/clumsy/unmanageable) to 

use. * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

14. I felt very confident using the system. * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

15. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system. * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

16. I understood how to interact with the buttons * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

17. The result of the interactions felt random * 

 1 2 3 4 5 
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18. I understood why something happened when it happened * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

19. I received response from the interactions immediately * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 
 

20. I mastered the basics of the system quickly * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

21. There are parts of the system that I can master and become even better on * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

22. As I kept interacting with the system I achieved new results of the interactions 

* 

 1 2 3 4 5 
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23. The interactions felt repetitive after a while * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 
 

24. The results of my interactions (reactions, animations, effects, sounds) appealed to me * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

25. The system is aesthetically attractive * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

26. The motions within the system were appealing * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

27. The motions within the system felt organic * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 
 
 

28. The entities (buttons etc.) behaved as I perceived they would * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

29. The behavior of the entities felt strange * 
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 1 2 3 4 5 

 

30. The system was fun to interact with * 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

31. Other comments on the prototype or the study 
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Appendix B. Paired Sample Statistics 

 

Paired Samples Statistics 

 Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Pair 1 score_blue 91,46 12 9,442 2,726 

score_red 56,2500 12 22,67608 6,54602 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Paired Samples Statistics 

 Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Pair 1 usability_blue 38,8333 12 5,00606 1,44512 

usability_red 35,6667 12 5,01513 1,44774 

Pair 2 enjoyable_blue 15,8333 12 6,04278 1,74440 

enjoyable_red 21,4167 12 3,80092 1,09723 
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Appendix C. Paired Samples Test 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Paired Samples Test 

 

Paired Differences 

t df 

Sig. (2-

tailed) Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 

1 

score_blue - 

score_red 

35,208

33 

24,06096 6,94580 19,92073 50,49594 5,069 11 ,000 

Paired Samples Test 

 

Paired Differences 

t df 

Sig. (2-

tailed) Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 

1 

usability_blue - 

usability_red 

3,1666

7 

7,19638 2,07742 -1,40569 7,73903 1,524 11 ,156 

Pair 

2 

enjoyable_blue - 

enjoyable_red 

-

5,5833

3 

6,99946 2,02057 -10,03058 -1,13609 -2,763 11 ,018 


